## CLEARANCE ACTION RECORD

**SUBJECT:** LUCIEN ÉMILE CONIN

**FILE NO.:** 5025

**DATE:** 7/1/63

**FILE:**

**THIS IS TO RECORD ACTION INITIATED IN PSD UPON RECEIPT OF AN INQUIRY FROM CONCERNING SUBJECT’S ELIGIBILITY FOR:**

- BYEAM CLEARANCE
- CORAL CLEARANCE

**CRYPTOGRAPHIC CLEARANCE:** SINGLE

**STATE CERTIFICATION:**

**TOP SECRET CONTROL OFFICER:**

**SPECIAL INTELLIGENCE CLEARANCE:**

**CONFIDENTIAL AD HOC:**

**SECRET (AD HOC) (PRECONTRACT):**

**THE FOLLOWING ACTION WAS TAKEN IN RESPONSE TO THE ABOVE INQUIRY:**

- **APPROVAL**

- CLEARANCE DENIED

- REQUESTER INFORMED SUBJECT IS CLEARABLE

**REMARKS:**

---

**APPROVED FOR RELEASE 1993**

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM

**DATE:** 7/1/63

**SIGNATURE AND TITLE:**

---

**CONFIDENTIAL**